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Abstract. Cyberinfrastructure offers a vision of advanced knowledge
infrastructure for research and education. It integrates diverse resources
across geographically distributed resources and human communities. Cyberaide is a service oriented architecture and abstraction framework that
integrates a large number of available commodity libraries and allows
users to access cyberinfrast ruct ure through Web 2.0 technologies. This
paper describes the Cyberaide virtual appliance, a solution of on-demand
deployment of cyberinfrastructure middleware, i.e. Cyberaide. The proposed solution is based on an open and free technology and software
- Cyberaide JavaScript, a service oriented architecture (SOA) and grid
abstraction framework th at allows users to access the grid infrastructures through JavaScript . The Cyberaide virtual appliance is built by
installing and configuring Cyberaide JavaScript in a virtual machine.
Established Cyberaide virtual appliances can then be used via a Web
browser , allowing users to create, distribute and maintain cyberinfrastructure related software more easily even with out the need to do the
"tri cky" installation process on th eir own. We argue that our solution
of providing Cyberaide virtual appliance can make users easy to access
cyberinfrastructure, manage their work and build user organizations.
Keywords: JavaScript , Cyberinfrastructure, Virtual Appliance .

1

Introduction

Research topics of modern cyberinfrastructure cover the development of a wid e
range of computing and information processing infrastructures and services, for
example, advanced data acquisition /storage/processing/visualization, high performance computing environments for advanced scientic & engineering applications, and other networked services. There are a lot of scenarios where an
advanced cyberinfrastructure is needed. Especially in the scientific domain such
D.R. Avresky et a l. (Eds .): Cloudcomp 2009 , LNI CST 34, pp . 132-144 ,2010 .
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infrastructures are of great use. Nevertheless, users who wants to use an advanced cyberinfrastructure may find it hard to use or are just unable to use it
due to the complexity involved. This is where the Cyberaide toolkit becomes
handy. Cyberaide is a lightweight middleware for users to access advanced modern cyberinfrastruc ture. It provides various user interfaces and toolkits for users
to access resources, submit jobs and manage user organizations. However it takes
some time and effort to set it up. For users of Cyberaide it would be much easier
and more convenient to have a tool that installs and deploys Cyberaide automatically. As the services provided by Cyberaide can be accessed through a web
interface it is an obvious choice to deploy Cyberaide as a virtual appliance .
A virtual appliance provides a lot of benefits compared to "tradit ional software" : simple installation and setup ; very easy deployment process; helping augment the efficient utilization of underlying hardwar e [1] . The appliance can be
tested to ensure that all th e software is working correctly on the hardware described by the virtual appliance itself. Additionally a virtual appliance is maintained by the creators of the appliance and not by th e users, allowing to create
correct updates with higher confidence [2].
We propose to use virtu al appliances to simplify users' work in accessing
cyberinfrast ruct ures. The solution is to create a Cyberaide Virtu al Appliance
on the fly, then to deploy and configure it , and finally to expose its services
to the users. With the cyberaide virtual appliance, users can on-demand build
middleware to access production cyberinfrastructure, like TeraGrid, and organize
their work on the cyberinfrastructure .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related
work and provides background information . This is followed by an overview of
the Cyberaide Toolkit in Section 3. Section 4 illuminates the proposed Cyberaide
Virtual Appliance solution, follwed by some test results in Section 5. Section 6
concludes with a short summary and an outlook about future work.

2

Background and Related Work

Advanced cyberinfrast ruct ure facilitate s the development of new applications ,
allows application s to interoperate across institutions and disciplines, insures
that data and software acquired at great expense are preserved and easily available and empowers enhan ced collaboration over distance, time and disciplines.
Cyberaid e is a service oriented architecture t hat enables users to access and manipulat e cyberinfrastructure resources. The Cyberaide toolkit originate from grid
portal framework and Globus Toolkit project. The development of grid portals
has started some time ago and one of the first usable libraries suppor ting grid
portal development was the Java CoG Kit [3]. Another important resource is the
TeraGrid portal [4] that is used to obtain access to grid resources. TeraGrid itself uses the Globus Toolkit [5] to manage resources. Unfortunately this solution
doesn't integrate JavaScript. To ta ckle this issue Cyberaide Javascript [6] has
been developed. It is a grid abstract ion framework that enables the easy access
to grids through JavaScript .
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Anoth er important technology base for building the Cyberaide Virt ual Appliance is virt ualization. One of t he earliest VM solutions has been provided by
IB:\1 in 1972 [7]. Nowadays different solutions are available that can be classified into several categories according to the virt ualization technique used. One
solution is XEN [8], which uses the parav irtualizat ion [9] technique. Another
virtualization technique is Full Virt ualisation. VMware Server [10], KVM [11]
and Microsoft Virtu al PC [12] are representatives of t his category.
To reduce t he complexity of software development a relatively new approach
is to use Virt ual Appliances. Some software systems are difficult to compile,
to link, and to install and have been well tested just on a specific version of
tools and platforms. A software publisher can bundle t he necessary tools in an
appliance and distribute it to users [13].
The Grid Appliance is an example of a Virt ual Appliance. It is a virtual
machine based syst em which enables an execution environment in which users
are given the opportunity to voluntarily share resources and run unmodified
x86/Lin ux application s [14]. Anoth er interesting appliance is Cern VM [15] which
is built using rBuilder [16] and provides a minmal Linux base to run LCG (LHC
Computing Grid [17]) applications. CernVM is available as a raw system image
file or as a VMware image.
Some relat ed work on cloud computing [18,19] uses virt ual machine and virt ual appliance as basic building blocks. Eucalypt us [20] is a cloud comput ing
syste m t hat implement s what is commonly referred to as Infrastructure as a
S ervice (IaaS) [21]. It provides the possibility to run and contr ol virt ual machine inst ances which are deployed across a variety of physical resources and
offers an entry-point into a cloud for users and administ rators . A computing
cloud is a pool of network enabled virtualized resources and services that can be
dynamically reconfigured to adjust to a variable load, providing scalable, QoS
guaranteed computing plat forms on deman d. Th ere are multiple definitions for
the term 'cloud computing ', please refer to [18, 19] for more details. OpenNEbula [22] decouples a server not only from t he physical infrastruct ure but also from
t he physical locat ion by enabling t he dynamic deployment and re-placement of
virtualized services within and across sites. It 's a tool t hat can be used to manage
clouds, even public clouds when combined with a cloud int erface. Th e Xen Grid
Engine [23, 24] is an extension of the Sun Grid Engine cluster management system based on t he Xen Hypervisor. It supports for virtu al machine management
and offers increased usability and security features for cluster environments.

3

Cyberaide: A Light Weight Middleware for Production
Grid

As intr oduced in th e frist section, t here are a lot of scenar ios where an advanced cyberinfrast ruct ure is needed, but it might be difficult to use one. A
possible solut ion to this dilemma is provided by Cyberaide. Several tools have
been developed under t he Cyberaide logo; well-known examples are Cyberaide
toolkit and Cyberaide Shell. Consecutively Cyberaide too lkit's architect ure will
be short ly intr oduced and explained.
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Cyberaide enjoys the following essential features:
- Ease of use: make the JavaScript based API and interfaces useful for Grid
and Web developers.
- Low installation footprint: support fast downloads as well as an easy maintenance through a small manageable code base.
Security: gain access to Grid resources in order to avoid compromising the
system. This is especially important due to known limitations of JavaScript.
Basic Grid functionality: is provided for developers to create Grid-based
client applications.
- Advanced functionality: is offered as many developers do not want to replicate functionality provided by other Grid middleware and upperware.

The framework is designed in layers and comprised of different components.
(see also Fig. 1). A web client that provides access to Grid functionality and
components that can be deployed in a web server are provided. A service called
"mediator service" mediates tasks to the Grid and basically is a secure server
that provides most of the functionalities in regard to the Grid .

SSH I Globus Toolk it I Java CoG Kit API I KaraJan

Fig. 1. System Architecture

- Web client: provides elementary functionality to access the Grid through a
portal user interface.
Server: contains two logical parts:
- Agent service: is the intermediate service between Web client and mediator service; works as proxy for users to interact with the mediator
service.
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- Mediat or Service: is the bridge between t he Grid and the client librar y.
T he mediator service offers different functionalities and conta ins t he applicat ion logic.
Because of the separation between the service and the client t he development
of Cybera ide shell was possible. th is is a system shell t hat facilitates t he use of
cyberinfrastructures. It contains four high level design components : object management , cyberinfrastruct ure backends, comman d line interprete rs, and services
(see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. High level design of Cyberaide Shell

4

Cyberaide Virtual Appliance: On Demand Accessing
Production Grids

To help users focus on the ir work and to also enable unexperienced users to
work with Cyberai de, a virt ual appliance for Cyberaide t hat configures itself for
the most part might be a good solut ion. There are several tools available t hat
facilitate t he creat ion of a virt ual appliance. Below, some information about two
different tools usually used to create t he Cyberaide virt ual appliance is listed.
- VMware Studi o [25] is a tool provided by VMware and is an appliance itself.
It provides a Web Interface through which an appliance can be configured
easily with th e following ste ps:
- Configure a "virtual hardware" , for example, memory, hard disk, network.
- Choose an operating system (an ISO image has to be provided for th e
selected as, by default only a few operat ing systems are supported)
- Configure t he software that should be inst alled on t he virt ual machine.
Packages t hat are available on the installati on medium (.iso) can be
selected and will be installed auto mat ically.
- Set a ta rget machine and directory. Th e appliance will th en be copied to
t he specified location. VMware Studio is also able to auto matically sta rt
the created appliance on a specified and correctly configured V:Ylware
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Server [10]. The created virtual machine consists of a vmx and a vmdk file
th at can be used with any hypervisor solution support ing these formats .
(ESX, VMware Workstation, etc.)
- The second commonly used tool is VMBuilder [26]. VMbuilder basically is
just a script that automates th e process of creating a ready to use VM based
on Ubunt u [27]. VMbuilder is part of JeOS 8.10 (Ubuntu: Int repid Ibex). It
offers the same abilities as VMware Studio does, except for the web interface
used to configure th e appliance. Neverth eless the configuration is still quite
easy and done via some configura tion files . In addit ion to that , there is no
need for an ISO image on the local machine; VMbuilder automatically downloads all necessary files from the Internet. The operating syste m t hat will
be installed (by default) is JeOS [28], a very efficient variant of the Ubuntu
Server operating system, configured specifically for virtual appliances.
Since both tools show the ir own feat ures, it is not easy to decide on one for
building our Cyberaide virtual appliance. In order to make a decent choice we
have evaluate d and tested both tools. The following subsection outlines th is
evaluat ion process.
4.1

E valuation of Tools

The two possible solutions to create the Virtual Appliance as presented above
are free and offer all needed functionality. To finally make up a decision th e pros
and cons of each tool have been evaluated. A listing of some evaluation criteria
and the corresponding results are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Evaluation of virtual appliance creat ion tools
Crit eria
ease of use
supported ass
support ed hypervisors
aut o-start on hypervisor
encountered problems

V Mwa reStudio
very good, web-based interface
Ubunt u: SUSE, RedHat , CentOS
VMware only
supported
a 10t V

J e OSVMB u ild e r
less comfortable, only eLI
Ubunt u JeOS"only
KVM, Xen and VMware
not supported
no serious problems

different distributions available.
efficient variant of the Ubu ntu Server operating system .
3 see succeeding description.
1

2

Even though VMware Studio has some features ahead of JeOSVMBuilder
ther e occured a lot of problems while using it . For example: In th eory an autom ated transfer of the created appliance to a target host , which is runn ing
VMware Server, is supported, but didn 't work properly. Anoth er drawback of
VMware's solution is th e package management. To directly inst all a cert ain package into th e appliance it 's necessary to also add in all dependencies of this package . This results in a tricky and less comforta ble configuration.
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Despite JeOSVMBuilder only support ing Ubunt u as operating system, its
support for a large range of hypervisors is much more import ant. In addition,
t he applied operating system (Ubunt u JeOS [28]) is light and allows a very small
virt ual image file size and a good performance of the virtual machine.
On t he ot her hand, JeOSVMBuilder doesn't provide functions to copy the
created image on a t arget machine nor does it allow to start the creat ed appliance
on a hypervisor. However, this missing function ality can be added easily with a
small script.
Overall, JeOSVMBuilder is better for our use case. Th e det ails about how
adaptable t his tool is can be seen in t he following subsection.

4.2

Solution Description

After having evaluat ed th e different possibilities we selected JeOSVMBuilder to
create the Cyberaide virtual appliance. This command line tool requires just two
basic param eters! to create a trivi al virtual appliance. In t he present ed solution
VMware is used as hypervisor and Ubunt u JeOS as operating system. All available parameter s may either be passed to JeOSVMBuilder on th e command line
directly or by using some configurat ion files. Th e proposed solut ion uses four
configuration files that cont rol and set up the building process of t he virt ual
appliance:
- A basic configurat ion file that allowsto define some basic par ameters such as:
platform type (i386), amount of memory of t he virt ual appliance, packages
that should be directly inst alled, etc .
- A hard-di sk configuration file t hat defines t he size of each available (virt ual)
hard-disk and t he number and size of all t he parti tions t hat will be created
on t hese hard-disks.
- Boot.sh: Shell script t hat will be executed dur ing t he first boot of t he new
appliance.
- Login.sh: Shell script t hat will be executed after the first logon in t he new
appliance.
Th e essential par t of the build process of the Cyberaid e appliance is locat ed in the
two shell scripts . Th e boot .sh script sets some system environment parameters
and installs and downloads required software. As some of th e packages require
user input (for example: user has to accept license of Sun's JDK) a completely
unattended installation is not possible, hence those installati ons t hat require
user input or rely on packages th at need user input are started using the login.sh
script.
Fig. 3 depicts the complete inst allation process:
- The user starts a script and passes some parameters such as proxy-host and
proxy-port to it. This adapts t he VMbuilder configuration files and starts
the VMbuilderscript .
1

l. )target

as (always Ubunt u) and 2.)target

hypervisor.
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Fig. 3. Cyberaide Virtual Appliance: Build Process
VMbuilder th en creates a virt ual machine and inst alls some basic packages
in it .
- T he virtu al machine files are moved to the VMserver and the appliance is
started for th e first time.
Boot and Login scripts are executed. Because of some licensing issues t he
user has to login into the new appliance and accept th e Sun license. Then the
rest of t he inst allation is completed and the appliance is completely create d.
- Th e appliance is runn ing and t he services are ready to be used.
Besides the Boot and Login scripts, another two scripts were written, one for
adapting t he VMbuilder configuration files and the other for transferring th e
appliance to the t arget host and sta rt ing it on the specified hypervisor. To ensure
a secure communicat ion between the host running V1.1builder and the target host
(and the hypervisor (host] (if different)) ssh is used. As th e connect ions between
the hosts mentioned above have to be est ablished in an automated manner it 's
preferable to use certificates instead of passwords for ssh.
4.3

Scenario

A possible scenario where an advanced cyberinfrast ruct ure may be of use is a grid
and additional tools simplifying t he use of it. To set up and to configure a grid
middleware is not an easy tas k, so additional tools th at provide an abst ract ion
layer may be introduced to make it possible to use th e grid services t hrough a web
interface, for example. One tool that provides such functionality is Cyberaide.
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As Cyberaide itself relies on some other tools its configuration is not an easy
task either . A (scientific-)user may find it too complicated or may just not be
able to install all necessary tools. This is where the auto-install and deployment
process of Cyberaide, exactly what we do, comes into play.
This scenario assumes the existence of a grid (e.g. TeraGrid) and a user that
wants to run some jobs on this grid. The user may be a physicist and not familiar
with all details of the grid and how to configure his tools to use the grid. Because
he prefers to focus on his work and not to loose a lot of time setting up his tools
nor tinkering around with the grid, he decides to leave this time consuming step
to someone else. The IT department informs him, that there is a toolkit available
named Cyberaide and that it can be installed by just running a deployment and
installation script available on a machine running in the computing center. The
user, keen to try this tool (and leaving the work to it) starts the script from
his local machine and continues working. In the meantime a virtual appliance
is created and set up. After the process has been finished the user receives a
message that contains a description how to use the Cyberaide appliance and
how to configure it. This last configuration step is quite easy and should not
take a lot of time. As illustrated in this scenario the use of Cyberaide toolkit
and the automated installation and deployment process saves a lot of time and
helps users focus on their actual work.

5
5.1

Performance Evaluation and Discussion
Test of Cyberaide Virtual Appliance

The motivation was to provide a solution that facilitates the creation and the
deployment of the Cyberaide toolkit . The proposed solution provides a very
simple interface (see Fig. 4) that allows the creation of the appliance in an easy
way. It also includes an efficient way to transfer the appliance to a target system
from where it can automatically be started on a hypervisor.
There still are some inconveniences such as the need to log in during the
installation phase to accept the license or the small effort it takes to set up
the secured communications between the hosts. But finally the installation and
deployment of Cyberaide is really easy and comfortable for an user. Some facts
about the creation process are given in table 2.
The time to generate the appliance as well as the time needed to transfer it
to the computer where the hypervisor is running strongly depends the network
(and/or Internet) speed of the concerned systems . The numbers related to the
building time (as given in table 2) have been measured by using a system which
has a very fast internet connection . They may be extremely different on other
systems or in another network environment.
Once the basic appliance (aS & basic packages only) is generated and transfered to a hypervisor, the second part of the installation is performed by the
appliance itself. It downloads and installs all necesarry packages which takes
more time than th e first part of t he installation does.
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F ig. 4 . Cyberaide Web Interface

The last inst allat ion ste ps are performed after the first login and basically
install Cyberaide and all relat ed components .
Fin ally th e user has just to set up his cert ificates and keyfiles. The complete
procedure takes in tota l about one hour (depending on th e hard ware) and needs
just 2 user interact ions (first login: accept license and set up cert ificates user login).
5.2

Test of Cyberaide Virtual Appliance on TeraGrid

To demonstrate t hat the app liance works, th e LINPACK 1000x1000
benchmark program in single precision (1000s) and in double precision (1000d)
have been tested on one node on TeraGrid. The benchmark is available at
http ://www.netlib.org/benchmark/.
Please note th at this is just an exemplary program and the purpose of th is
test is not to measure t he performance of t he grid or any part of it .
T he test has been performed using Cybershell which is included in the appliance. First step is to ret rieve credent ials. Th is can be done in Cybershell with
the myproxylogon command: security myproxylogon -u USERNA ME. Cybershell
also provides an easy way to list available nodes (execution listno des)and running jobs (execution listjo bs). To finally submit a job the following command
can be used: execution s -id 12 -cm d myscript.s h.
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Table 2. Some key numbers of the creation process

building time
building time
installation &
total time
virtual image
virtual image

(OS & basic packages only)
(until first login)
deployment time after first login

ca. 10 minutes
ca. 20 minutes"
ca. 15 minutes"
ca. 45 minutes to one hour
file size (OS & basic packages only) ca. 400 MByte"
file size (total)
ca. 2,8 GByte
1 includes download time of OS & packages (without local repository).
2 installation continues after login for license reasons.
3 remaining packages will be downloaded and deployed after login.
4 less than 200 MByte (ca. 190 MByte) zipped size.
Technical Info:
Host machine: Core i7 3,2 GHz, 6 GByte DDR3, fast Internet ( 2MB/s)
VMbuilder: Ubuntu 8.10 on VMware Server 2 (1 Core, 384MB assigned)
The submitted job is then scheduled and run on one (or more) of t he execution
nodes for example the node tg-c254. On this particular node the unoptimized
lOOOd benchmark reported about 66 MFlops. A more optimized version (-02)
reports 133 MFlops. As mentioned above this should not be considered as a real
performan ce measureme nt of th e grid , but only demonstrates th at princip ally
Cyberaide Virtual Applian ce works.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

Th e Cyberaide Virtual Appliance provides a lot of functionality and in the same
time is quite easy to use even for inexperienced users. The web interface as well
as the secure shell (ssh) access to th e Virtual Appliance provide a comfortable
way to interact wit h it.
Cyberaide Virtual Appliance improves th e Cyberaid e Toolkit with a simple
user interface and is a step forward that provides a faster , more reliable and
easier inst allation , setup and configur ation phase which finally results in a more
productive working environment .
However, there are still some problems with the prototypical implementation:
- Large amoun t of data has to be downloaded during the install ation . Th is
may cause high cost in data transfer and long creation time depending on
th e Internet access speed.
- Uncomfort able start of building process.
- DHCP server has to be available and leasing addresses to Virtual Appliances.
Future work on Cyberaide Virtual Appliance may attack th ese problems . Possible solutions might be:
- To reduce the amount of data that has to be downloaded a local repository
for software packages and the JeOS image could be creat ed. This will accelerate the creation process of the Virtual Appliance as well as reduce costs
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by avoiding t ra nsfers from the Internet . Anoth er point may be t hat in t he
future some of the necessary packages are no longer available in the Internet
repositories due to update s, etc ... A local repository guarant ees th e presence
of all necessary packages and versions.
- At th e moment the inst allation process is st arted via the console on a local
machine. It might be even more comfortable to have a web interface where a
user can request the Cyberaide Virtu al Appliance to be inst alled on a cert ain
machine and to be st arted on a specified hypervisor. Once th e machine is up
and runnin g all information the user may need to proceed (e.g. IP addr ess
of Virtu al Appliance) could be displayed directly in t he browser.
- By default, th e Virtual Appliances tri es to use the bridged networking interface of the hypervisor it 's runnin g on and expects to receive a DHCP
lease while bootin g. Hence a DHCP server and a virtual bridged networking adapter has to be provided. In a futur e version NAT support might be
included.
In summa ry, we use th e virtual appliance approach to automate t he process of
installing the middleware for accessing cyberinfrast ructures. The initial produ ct
is available for users. Problem s mentioned above will be solved in the near future.
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